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ASBSU Senate kills student opinion directive
by Steve Lang
special to The University News
A vote in the ASBSU Senate on
March 17 kiUed the possibility of a
student vote on a proposed' fee increase at the student elections this
month;
The senate rejected a directive,
sponsored by Sen. Robert Hopkins
!O place opinion questions about the
fee increase for Student Union
renovation and residence hall improvements on the April 13-14 election ballot.
"This kills it," Hopkins said.
"Those of you who chose to do it this
way were very smart."
Hopkins had brought the same
directive before the senate twice
before. ASBSU Senate President Pro
Tempore Raymond Rogers said the
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voted into the April 13-14 student
to go up, but I don't think they
should go to pay 'for fluff," Steve elections before spring break to leave
enough time to allow, for printing of
Byrne, class representative of the
the ballots.
second-year electronics program said.
Rogers saidhe had cast a negative
"I think the ASBSU legislature is not
tie-breaking
vote on the same
repondent to the people who have
measure in the March 15 meeting
voted them in."
because it did not give a pro-con apAt issue is $8 millien in proposed
proach to the issue. .
.
campus construction and renovation
"There was no provision to give the
'and an accompanying fee increase
that would raise fees by a total of $65 purpose of the fee increase and no exa semester bythe 1989-90 school year. planation of what the fees would do.
Without that information
at the
A hearing will be held at BSU
polls, no student could make an
April 12 to gather information and
educated vote," he said.
opinions about the construction and
Rogers said the senate was not
fee increase. Based on the testimony
prepared, the State Board of Educa- - presented information on the proposal or the fee increase until March
tion will make a decision on the matI and had not had enough time to
ter at its April 14-15 meeting in
Pocatello, according to SBOE Ex- assess the issue or put it before the
students to vote on.
ecutive Director Richard Sperring.
"We were put under quite severe
Rogers said the issue had to be

time constraints," said Rogers. "1 sat
through all the hearings and I don't
feel 100 percent educated on the
issue. "
"I do not wanr the students to be
confused about this being an electoral issue," Waford said. "It is a big
issue and could be used as a political
tool. It should not have been brought
before the senate yesterday (March
17)."
"What happened in the senate
yesterday was not typical of how it
operates. This 'was an in-house
housekeeping problem," he said.
Sen. Ron Craig- also said that,
while he was for a student vote on the
fee increase and there are senate plans
to conduct one this semester, it
belongs on a separate ballot because

See Opinion, page 2

Future BS"U plans
include big stadium
by Jim Chivers
The University News

I'

wording had not been ch~nged since
,the directive's last defeat.,
Sen. Lon Waford said the issue of
placing the poll on the ballot had
been defeated. because of wording
, problems and the fact that the student vote would not have been binding on the decision process.
As a result of the directives defeat,
a group of students who came to the
meeting to voice their objections to
the proposed fee increase never
spoke.
"What the senate does with its own
budget is ORe thing, but this affects
all the students," according to David
Claytor, President of the Vo-Iech Student Coordinating Committee. "The
senate is supposed to be a democratic
body but it is turning into an elitist
group." ,
,
"It's inevitable that fees are going

'
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A proposed expansion thar would
double the size of Bronco Stadium
and bring its total seating capacity to
40,000 is part of a long-range growth
plan for BSU "that is designed not
only to benefit athletics but students,
facultystaff
and the community,"
according to BSU Athletic Director
Gene Bleyrnaier,
The long-range plan was first'
outlined in 1983 in a report called
"Opportunities For Excellence."
Bleyrnaier said the ultimate plan
for the stadium would cost approximately $16 million and includes closing in both ends of the stadium at $5
million per end and $6 million for
Health Science classrooms and office
space below the new structure. He
said the addition could be built in
separate units, if needed.
Bleymaier said the proposal is in
the middle of a feasibility study and
no construction date has been set. He
said approximately 75 percent of the
money necessary for the expansion
must be committed before any construction can begin.
According to Blcyrnaier, the expansion is expected to be paid for by
.donadons, with the possibility of
naming the stadium after a major
. donor, Bleyrnaier said he does not sec
the stadium expansion affecting student fees.
" The expansion plans have been
designed to keep the new structure
within the fenced area currently surrounding Brone~ Stadium. The expansion will not take away any parking space from the general parking
area or interfere with any of the entrance roads to BSU.
Bleyrnaier ,said
the parking
overflow from the increased seating
capacity would be solved by implementing a shuttle service to the

stadium from three outside parking
facilities. He said the shuttle system
is planned to travel from Park Center,
the Morrison-Knudson
parking lot
and the downtown Boise area.
The long-range plans, as outlined
by Bleyrnaier, include a facility that
'would house a 4, to 6-court indoor
tennis court, with 6 outdoor courts
on the roof. This facility would be
located where the tennis courts are
now and would include five more raequetballcourts
and an indoor practice track. A new student, faculty and
staff locker room will complete the
complex.
,
A wellness center, headed by
Phyllis Sawyer and coordinated with
the Physical Education department,
according to Bleymaier, also is included in the plans and will benefit
the entire university.
Much of the long-range plan has
been completed since the 1983 report.
The newly finished grass practice
field behind the stadium, the Sirnplot
Center for Athletic Excellence and
the Idaho Sports Medicine Institute
were all part of the plan.
The current stadium generated
$800,000 in gate receipts for football
and another $30,000 in concession
revenue in 1987. Included in this
$800,000 in gate receipts is part of the
revenue generated by the 216 University Club scats, at $1,300 a pair, and
the 390 President's club seats at $900
a pair,
Bleymaier said the new stadium expansion will not have any special
seating as the plans stand-but there
is a possibility of corporation luxury
boxes or skyboxes being constructed
along the top of the stadium.
He said the stadium expansion
plans have been well received by BSU
and the-community, adding 'that the
construction of the facilities would
benefit BSU and the community as
a whole.
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New publleatlon
comes to BSU.'·
See center Insert.
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of the heavy metal g~oup Def Leppard wait for a chance at good seats.

Kelser makes fee' decisions
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News

nsu

Pre~ident John Keiser gave his
final decisions, on student fee in;
creases March 29. '
Among the fee increase proposals
, approved were the room, board and
apartment fee increases, varying from
, 2-3 percent for, residence. halls lind
apartment complexes. He 'said he felt
only-the people using the resources
'would be affected and it would be a
fair and equitable increase to make,
The University NewswilIreceive

a $1 increase for three years in order
to pay off a budget deficit from
previous years.
Keiser, said he felt' the two proposals should be approved not only
. because they, were justifiable, but also
because, after investigating other (:01, leges and universities in Idaho, he
found BSU's fees are still considerablylower.
'
According to Keiser, the other pro, posed increases included the fitness
center, the student computer service
fee and the insurance fee. Keiser also
Was asked for an opinion on the pro:

posed increase for the Student Union
renovation, which the State Board of
Education has the power to approve
or reject.
Keiser did not support the Student
Union renovation increase because
hearings still .are going on and
because Keiser said he felt that a $65
increase, over a two-year period was
too much. He-said hethought that
there is a need for more room for
students iii the Student. Union" but
the priorities for the use of the in-

. See Fees, page 5
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Suggestion boxeS(J,.,lap
by Kathleen Cressler ,

1UYOUR

The University News
Beginning on April' 8, BS~
students will have the opportum.ty to express their ideas, feelings
and concerns about the campus
through suggestion boxes.
ASBSU Health Science Sen.
Deanett Fisher has proposed
"Ideas for Change."
"We want the students to be
able to voice concerns or ideas
'(using suggestion boxes) then
answered through an upcoming

DEADLY

section in The University News"
, so the students know they are being heard, Fisher said.
According to Fisher, if a stu"
dent wishes to make a suggestion
or give an idea, 'he can go to a
box, fill out the paper.and within
two weeks some 'suggestions will
be answered. "I want students to
feel any idea is welcome," Fisher'
said.
,
The process of answering the
ideas or suggestions includes intense research done by a liason
committee, then submission to the

SenatdorapproVaI.thento
The
U"i1iersityNews for pu~lication.
, In order 'to, make a suggestion,
three heavily populated areas on
, campus have been ,chosen for
locations.rincluding
the racquetball areaoffJhePavilion,
the
, main lobby in the Student Union, ,
and the lobbybetweenjhe Education and Science & Nursing
building.
, Fisher said she hopes that
students will take the time to submit any ideas and hopes students
will take the, boxes seriously.

Opinjon,-----
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Cant. 'rampage 1
it is only an opinion poll.
Craig added the students voted 80
percent to 20 percent to reject a fee
, increase to finance the Pavilion's construction, butthefee was approved.
Waford and Rogers also said they
. wanted the students to be able to vote
on the issue.
Some of the students who came to
the senate meeting said they questioned whethertheproposal
was for
necessary construction orwhether
students were being asked to pay for
additions favored by administrators
merely to enhance the 'school's image.
"It is for both," Waford said:
The proposal includes $800,000 to
renovate campus housing and bring
it in line with fire and safety codes,
and another $800,"000to build a student union addition on the west side
of the campus. Another $5,4 million
would go toward renovation and expansion 'of (he existing' Student
Union, with another, $1 million for
architectural fees'.
..
.
.Roger; said one possible problem
with the construction was that the
, proposed west-end union would have
to compete for student traffic in its.
dining facility with the newly
, renovated Student Union.
Greg Blaesing, student' activities
director and coordinator of the construction project, Said administrators
and student groups have been concerned about problems with dorm
conditions and student access to
facilities for quite some time and that
the construction and renovation will
address those, problems.
"If I didn't think this would
dramatically influence the quality of .
life on campus I would never have
bought into this," he said ..
Blaesing said studies had shown
that the proposed west-end union
would generate enough income
through its .dining facility to make a
profit" and would keep 'money on
campus that currently is being spent
on meals nearby.,
.
Blaesing said nothingmandated
the dorm renovation and new con. struction to be in the same fee increase package; but it was necessary
to make such a proposal because the
budget for both the Student' Union
and dorm operations comes from the
same' funds.
'
"Thereis still research being done
, to see whether there issupport for all
of the bllilding proposals," Waford'
said. "Most of the students I've talked to have objected on the basis that
it's a largefee increase. W~re trying
to get as inforrlledas we can so we
can make a good decision."
Wafordsaid thedecisiori on how
much construction would be done
would be determined by the State,
Board on the. basis' of. testimony
presented at the April 12 bearing. He
said he encourages sfudents to voice
'their opinions. ,.
, He'said, "They Can't make a decision without testimony. Thc::yhave to
weigh it on the evidence presented.
If only Mr .. Blaesing's . results .are '
presented the}iwill make a decision
on that basis:" ... . .. _
...
''
, Students Inustprovide
written
copies of· their oral· testimon~.
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~Norkshop:f()r·~ijf~e$·: .'
.BSU's College of Health Scie~~eand co~thl,uing nursing education'
will present a workshop titled7earn B/li/(fingDuritlgNursi/Jg's Golden.
lears, MondayMay 2 atMcCleary}\uditorium in the St. Alphonsus
Regional MedicalCenter, .
'.
.;....
-,
..'
The workshop will examine national issues co.ncerningnursing; nursing philosophy and organizational skills •. '
.. .
."
Fees for.theworkshop are Slfor' employees of supportingagen~ies,
SIO for students and retirees and '$50 forindividmils, from non-'
supporting agencies..The deadline.for registration is April 25 -.Registration forms are available' by coritacting')he BSUCollegcQf.Health
'
Science, Continuing Nursing Education. FQrmoreinformatio\l; call
385-1195. .,".
. "
..
.. "

'Spulni ks¢hplars·,bip.
. ..:A' scholarship. in memory of fonrierB~UchemistrYprofessor. and
"physical··science.departmeiltchairman )oseph··.B.Spulnik· h'~s:been
establishedwith theBSUFoundntloni
•.... •
'.,,"'. . >" ••.. • .
. BenHimcQck.BSUF6undiition executi~nictorisaidthe
scholar- .
ship will bel,l\VardedHll,l chemistry student at BSU,
.
'.....•..
Spulni~,Whoserved,as'a'professjjrlind~hairman'at,
BoiseJ~nior··
College,. was selected as ithefitslQeanof
the·School·QfArts
and,:
"Sciellces \vhen the coHege became four-year institutionilY1965 •. '
Memorials maybe madetothe·.BSU'F6undati6n;191O
University
. Drlve,BoiS~lIj '83725;,'" "
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CPS-Graduate
students from
around the country got a reprieve
from the Internal Revenue. Service
March 10.
The IRS said it was going to delay
prosecuting 17,000grad students who
allegedly had not paid taxes on the
campus stipends they got for working as teaching assistants or research
aides in 1984 and 1985,
Responding to nationwide complaints, IRS Commissioner Lawrence
BiGibbs announced March 10 that
his agency was going to suspend its
efforts to tax the stipends until it
creates II "national policy" on this
matter,
The tax reform act of 1986 required, forthe first time ever, that
grad students, pay taxes on any
stipends they got over and above the

~_~~~ll~~f
'.

NEWS

cost of their tuitions. It also made William MacMillan upon hearing
stipends
paid
in 1984 and complaints from graduate students.
1985-years before the tax reform
At Indiana University's graduate
law-subject to taxes.
studies office, "I had a student in my
About 17,000 grad students got offiee in tears because she got a stuIRS leiters In recent weeks, warning dent loan and had to pay it over right
them to pay taxes or face away to the IRS," Sheila Cooper told
prosecution.
the Associated Press.
IRS spokesman Steve Pyrek atAfter severalmembers of Congress
tributed the letters to normal; com- also complained, IRS Commissioner
puterized procedures,
Gibbs announced the IRS would give
Campuses automatically report the - up chasing down grad students at
stipends they pay grad students to the least until the end of March, when
IRS, whose computers, [reating the he hoped it would have a new policy
money
as
taxable
income,
in place,
automatically produced and sent the
Sen, Lawton Chiles, D-Fla"
threatening letters, Pyrek said,
however,said he might sponsor a bill
"To be hounding these young peo- to exempt grad student stipends from
pIe who are living on meager incomes federal taxes permanently,
is ludicrous," fumed University of
Alabama graduate
studies Dean

Paper pushers get better gradesCPS-It pays to be good at shuffling paper, at least if you are enrolled at a big campus.
The faster and more accurately
students at large schools can complete paperwork tasks, the better
grades they gel, a new study by.a
Dallas market research firm has
'found,

On the other hand, it suggested
students who lack paperwork skills
should altend smaller colleges, carry
a light course load, learn to use computers,
word processors
and
calculators, seek assistance from professors and teaching assistants and be
prepared to work harder than other

'O'ne cfltc.l<~
•se~i~r.,~iti:~~ns.~~~;~n~,

.•.....Reti~d orser11H-etired . jis ageg'60 orolder:ilre.needed t()serve::.
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students.
Those are' the conclusions of
Dallas-based Aptitude Inventory
Measurement Service, which tracked
the .academic performance of 115
students attending universities with
20,000 or more undergraduates from
1981 until last year. The participants
took a series of aptitude tests that
gauged their clerical skills.
Students lacking clerical talent, the
study said, made sloppy errors such
as transposing numbers and misplacing decimal points, especially under
deadline pressure.
Half of those who scored poorly
on the AIMS's test graduated from

college with'2.0 or lower grade point
averages, More than half the exstudents who scored high marks on
the clerical tests graduated with 3.0
averages or better,
Students with poor clerical skills
who were tutored
by AIMS
counselors, however, received higher
grades in school then their counterparts who did not receive additional
training, .
AIMS suggests students with poor
paperwork skills attend a small college instead of a university, since
classes tend to be smaller and facul,
ty members more accessible,
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America···faces'·Roltle~s'·.fate
by Robert. McFadden

out society bouriding to the forefront: the
crude; ugly materialism of yuppiedom; an administration whose cast includes Saint Meese
The Decline of the American Empire.
and that nutty Iran-Contra gang selling arms
Oops; should that be Roman? Well, maybe
to a militant religious lunatic in the name ofnot. The parallelsare there for the; asking: corwhat was that Mr. North?-oh
yes, patriotism;
rupt public officials and figures; materialism
money-grubbing
televangelists breaking the
and earthly pleasures run amuck; loss. of
commandments
of the one t!iey speak for,
morality and values. It is all there.
apologizing,
and asking for more money to
At its height, the Roman empire was the pincontinue their loyal service of God; an obsesnacle of national or.empirical prosperity. Their
sion with health clubs and weight roomsthat
leaders were, for the most part, considered
crosses into addiction and narcissism; Wall
great statesmen. who made wise and just deciStreet brokers dealing illegal information and
sions. The Roman republic was set up to serve,
cocaine; "one night stand" becoming one of
rather than rule the Romanpeople,
who were
the ten most popular phrases; art reduced to
nothing if not pragmatic.
'
insipid videos accompanied by mind-numbing
While the United States is not really an emmusic; popular sport taking the form of maskpire of Rome's order, it has still been seen; in
ed gargantuans holding other lycra-clad men
its height, as a world leader. A leader in comin half-nelsons.in
front of thousands of specmerce, science, the arts, and the fight for social
tators. What a freak show!
justice and freedom for. all people. While not
Eventually, as you probably well know, the
always completely true, for the most part such
corrosion of Roman society engulfed it to the
has been the case. It is a country built on a
point of extinction. Supposedly, that is not goconstitution formed to uphold the rights and
ing to happen to the United States. Lastfall's
moral character of her' people.
stock market crash brought many people's
Then things changed.
heads out of their wallets and back onto their
Rome came to be under the rule of military
shoulders, or so some say. AIDS has scared
despots who wielded their power to further
the hell out of everyone, and with good reason.
their own interests. Everyone tried to get ahead
These two causes, in particular, presumably
and construct larger pocketbooks with which
have led people to reexamine their self.
they were able to become immersed in luxury
indulgent lifestyles.
.'
and debauchery. Wine flowed freely and bodily
It is kind of sad that it took those things
organs were, urn, shared similarly. One of the
to bring some folks back to their senses.
most popular sports was the gladiatorial conMaybeI'm
just' a dreamer, butI had always
test. Focus shifted from affairs of the state to ' hoped everyone would see how' stupid they
affairs of the individual. The old Roman
were being and start acting properly on their
values of respect for proper
authority,
own; however, if these events do produce a
discipline and practicality were thrown out the
turn-around,
I think it will be for the better,"
window.
.however backhanded
it might be. Because
A similar destruction of American values
someone
has to save America' from the
gradually has been taking place. The past
Americans.
several years, especially, have brought the worst
. of

The University News

Letters Policy-------Letters to the editor should be typed, doublespaced and no longer than 500 words. Letters
must be sign ed and a telephone number provided for our verification 'procedures.
The University Neil'S reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offensive content.
The editorial staff at The University News,
agrees with the USSPA Code of Ethics. Among'
the provisions of the code are: "Freedom of
expression and debate by means of afree and
vigorous student press is essential to the effectiveness of an educational
community
in a
democratic society."

"The student press must provide an open
forum for unfettered expression of opinion, including those opinions differing from editorial
polic~."
.

We-currently are holding two letters to the
editor because we were unable to find phone
numbers for verification. If you submitted a
letter and it has not been published, please call
us at 345-8204 or stop by our office, located
in the basement of the Student Union Annex,
across the street fromtheStudent Union.
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As I See It

by Steve F Lyon

Spring Break road trip,
has. ups and downs
If you must know about my recent trip to milk when we asked him about about important things, like exactly how to find the
the southland-my
ordeal through the depths
of car-trouble purgatory-then
don't be ern- Mustang Ranch.
barassed,nor
upset with my copious use of
Our spirits were fairly high when we pulled
swear words and references to intimate bodily
out of Reno, ready to tackle Donner Pass about
functions.
which we agreed to a pact: If we got stranded,
IT SUCKED! Sort of, kind of-well,
in a we would
not
resort
to 'canniblism
roundabout way. But we did get to meet Shorimmediately-only
ifthe McDonald's at the
ty, the Oakland ghetto tow-truck driver when
Incline Village ski area was closed.
.we eventuaUy dumped the Rabbit for $100 and
We had a new transmission,
clutch and
two tires. Shorty worked at a foreign car flywheel put in in Reno.but now it was more
salvage yard and he was a real cool rapper.
serious as we cruised into the Bay Area; the
But I'm not sure that foreign car salvage was engine itself, that vital mechanical organ of the
the bread-and-butter
of this place, because
auto, was dying a prolonged and cruel death.
there were people coming in off the street for So it was back to the mechanics, this time in
some kind of payment, in cash, from the Berkeley,'
where
everbody-I
mean
owner, who screamed "taxes, what are taxes?"
everybody-is
a radical in some way, shape or
when we inquired about his operation in our
forin. We knew it was over when the mechanic
hickish demeanor, which he probably found
suggested we junk the car on a side street and
charming,
even though he also probably
let the vultures pick at its aluminum bones.'
wanted Shorty to work us over for bugging him
Closing note: We ate our humongous dollarduring his illicit-business hours.
a-slice cheese pizza at Blondie's iii Berkeley,
That was near the. end of the trip. Now the taking in a little of the local color, and 10 and
first sign of a demented car is when.it purrs
behold, we came across a real riot, a march on
contently over hill and dale, through city and
the ROTC building by a mob of '80s-style hipsuburb, just so it can break down in the stink- pies who screamed,
"U.S. out of Central
ing desert, which this one:did,50 miles north
America."
Then a couple of the instigators
of Reno, about 40 miles north (short) of the jumped on the roof of the building, and proMustang Ranch.
ceeded to tear down the police fence, much to
We sent a comrade into Reno to get a tow the dismay of the UC police standing on the
truck, and ended up sitting in the Rabbit for steps in full riot gear, batons held in both hands
three hours, patiently listening to the whine of at chest level. One female cop got an egg splata thousand truck tires on the highway. The bill tered on her face mask. It was wild. We
forthetow came to $.J70. And it wasn't even thought about partaking in the civil disobea fun tow, because thedriver was, as one might
dience, but we didn't know what to do. They
say, sort of a brain-dead grease monkey who
don't teach rioting at the Mustang Ranch.
just kind of grunted and guzzled chocolate

Letters------
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Thanks to Jackson supporters
Editor,

The University News;

presence wouldn't matter and that' it didn't
make a difference if they attended the caucus.
The Idaho Jesse Jackson for President '88.
Butmany of these people chose to act on
Committee thanks all of Jesse's supporters
their beliefs and did attend the caucus. Their
who acted on the ideas they believe, and parsupporLhas made a difference Together, we
. ticipated at the Democratic caucus March 8.
.have shown that Jesse Jackson is electable.
There were many people who agreed with
- In the next eight months your help is needJesse's stand on the issue but who weren't sure
cd. Jesse. Jackson's .goal of social and
if they could make time to attend the caucus.
economic justice can only be achieved if all
There were people who thought they might not
his supporters will act to broaden our coaliknow enough about the process involved to attion. Contact our office at; P.O. Box 8436,
tend the caucus. There were some who thought
Boise 83707.376-0923.
.
Jesse's electability
was questionable
and
wavered ill showing support by attending the
Idaho Jesse Jackson
caucus. There were people who thought their
for President '88 Committee.

Demo .caucus 'deemedasucce~s

Editor,

The University News;

On behalf of the Ada COunty Democratic
Party, I extend sincere thanks to all those who
helped make our delegate selection caucus a
great success. We especially appreciated the
BSUStudent
Union Building staff for their
tremendo~s assistance throughout the evening.
I also wtsh to thank the Ada County Clerk's
office for sending two registrars to tile caucus
'to. reaiste.r non-registered voters. They did a
bnsk busmess.andwe
very much appreciated
their availability.
'. .
.
Thanks,

too, to the. 1reasure

V;llley news

media Which; ~s a group; did anoutstanding
job in acquainting the public with the caucus
procedures.
.
.
Idaho DemocratlcRujes Committee Chairman Jim Hansen and all of the campaign
coordinators
did a superb job of facilitating
the delegate selection process. And thanks to
the many volunteers, particUlarly the BSU College Denwciats, our "town-meeting"was
aresoundingsuceess!'
'.
Thanks to aU· of you! .
Cliair,Ada

Betty H. Richardson
County· Democrats
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iSIS hearings prompt dEJbate over. project
by Steve Lang·
special to The University News

Government . plans .to. build a
plutonium processing plant in eastern
Idaho drew about 200 people to express their opinionsat hearings held
recently in Boise. The creation of
jobs. concerns about the generation
and transportation of hazardous
_ waste, and the involvment of Idaho
in the nuclear arms race wen; topics
of debate.
.
.
At the March 26 hearing, 17
elected officials and directors of state
agencies voiced support for the SIS
project, while about 125 people from
the Boise area testified from late
afternoon until after midnight in opposition to the proposed plans.
. Because of. the large number of
people wanting to testify, another
hearing was scheduled for March 29.
Supporters testified that the SIS,
- or special isotope separator, which
would use lasers. to generate bombgrade plutonium at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,
would bring much-needed jobs and
income into the state while posing no
danger. to the public.
U.S. Sen. James McClure testified
that the project was necessary for national defense and that he would not
back a project that was dangerous or
a waste of taxpayers' money.
"TheSIS will be built because it
is needed," he said.
Attorney General Jim Jones
testified that the project's environmental impact statement was "a
reasonable and credible piece of
work."
"It appears
that adequate
safeguards are proposed for the
handling and transport of hazardous
materials," hesaid. "Based upon my
reviewof the project, I would endorse
proceeding with the .gIS at INEL."
Idaho AFL-CIO president Jim
Kerns expressed his organization's
support for the venture.
"It should come as no surprise to
anyone that organized labor in Idaho

isfor more good-paying jobs," he
"There are no environmental
government-granted immunity from , our elected officiais stayed to hear
said.
benefits, only dangers to us," he liability and the Classified status of what we have to say." she said.
Testifying that the SIS would not
U.S. Sen. Larry Craig andseveral
said. "This will be used to make information for government and proIdaho state legislators testified iii . weapons which are not needed in ad- . prietary industrial projects tells us. bring as many jobs to Idaho as the
favor of the project, While u.s. Sen. dition to those we already have. It that our government knows that it is Department of Energy claimed, Gail
Steve Symms and Governor Cecil seems to' me the decision to proceed
up to its ears in dangerous business Kirgis said, "I have a riddle for you:
.Andrus submitted testimony for the with this project is insane."
that would be scrapped if only the What one wordwill Idahoans respond to immediately? Jobs. I have to '
record supporting SIS that they had
Chuck Broscious of the Idaho
public knew.
think that DOE (the Department of
presented earlier at an Idaho Falls Organization for Nuclear Safety said'
. "Certainly, the heads of the agen.hearing.
there would be no. way to recover cies in Idaho are not speaking for the Energy) assessed the SIS situation the
Opposition to the proposed facility
damages from contamination from people of Idaho.· They will have to same way."
Declaring that she had recently
centered on public health dangers
the project and questioned INECs
speak for 'themselves."
and the perception that Idahoans
present safety record.
Jean Odmark said that the few been arrested for protesting at a
were being bribed with jobs into the
"No private facility would .be jobs the SIS would bring to Idaho nuclear test site in Nevada, Dr. Maria
Eschen said, "How foolish of us to
production of costly and unnecessary . allowed to operate a single day with would not offset the potential
nuclear weapons.
. INEL waste managementpractices,"
damage to Idaho's tourism industry. produce new plutonium when DOE
Of the 40 private citizens who had he said.
"I regret that Idaho's elected of- estimates that our stocks are now suftestified by? p.m, on March 26, onThe testimony which drew the ficialshave chosen to sell us down the ficient. I will continue to be one of
Iy two spoke in favor of the project;
most enthusiastic response from the river for a fewjobs. Have any of you those who risks safety or comfort to
.Dr, Thomas Eschen, representing
predominantly anti-SIS audience was ever thought of spending a vacation speak out."
. "I'm here for two reasons," Lois
the Idaho Health Care Professionals
from Marilyn Bauman representing near Three Mile Island?"
for Social Responsibility, said the, Church Women United.
Pat Clark said elected officials and Bauman testified, putting her arms
decision to deploy SIS was a
"Today we say no SIS in Idaho, or state department heads left after around two daughters who accornrisk/benefit
decision with no
Tennessee, or Washington,· or testifying at the Start of the hearing.. panied her to the podium. "Please
benefits.
anywhere,"
she said.
"The
"I think it's significant that ~one of don't build the SIS," she said.

Fees--Cont.from page 1
crease arc still under discussion.
The student computer fee increase
of $10 was rejected for similar
reasons.
Keiser said he rejected the proposal
because he felt the fee increase was
not justifiable Iii a written statement
to the President's Cabinet, he compared the computer service with the
library, calling them both informa-,
tion utilities, and said he felt the fee
should be budgeted centrally. His
statement said, "Until the requirement of computer literacy for all
students .is better understood, a
general fee is not equitable."
He requested that a task force be
. formed to begin work this spring and
provide a recommendation early next
fall after using the information
gathered this spring to "consider
overall budgeting. supervision, access
and general management of student
computer labs across campus."
The Fitness Center feeincrease of
$2 also was rejected. According to
Keiser, "it is not clear that the money
collected would be adequate to meet
the projected demand."
.
He said that the idea is.a worthy
one, but more thought needs to be
given to the coordinating resources,
priority--·SCLling·- -,a~oiig all- the
academic units and intercollegiate
athletes. He said greater thought
.needs to be taken to receive "matching' funds from other 'sources."
Keiser asked for a fee schedule,
clearly notated to show that BSU's
student insurance fees are lower than
atiSU or the U of I "so that a com- .
.plete, accurate and comparative picture will be available for everyone
concemed," but, in his statement, .
.. announced no decision.
All fee increases approved will go
into effect in fall of 1988.
..
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MOTHERS WITH 6· AND 7·YEAR·OLDS .
WITH 9·11·YEAR OLD SIBLINGS NEEDED
FOR RESEARCH PROJECT AT BSU

&
I. •

Mothers and children judge stories In which chlldrenengageln
minor mischief.
No personallnformallon
requested. Each child Is paid $1 Immediately after the
experiment. The mother Is mailed a check for$80r$12 depending on the number
offamllymembers
that participate. Forappolntmenls; call Dr. Leon, Psychology
Department, BSU, 385·1993/1207

AI03
Art and reason

'~' '..
.

• CONVENIENT • INEXPENSIVE
DISCOUNT PRICES YEAR 'ROUND!
.: Fo' 10 0' mo:~~{ooeoriginal
·BSU

When Mark and I decidedtospend
the weekend at his mother's house, ,
Inever imagined I would be walking
into a mouse's nightmare. There were
cats everywhere.
Cat plaques, cat statues, cat clocks,
even a cat mat. I couldn't begin to duplicate hcr collection of kitty litter if! spent
a year at a garage sale, Conspicuously
absent, however, was a real cat. Strange,
I thought, and began to fear that a
weekend with cat woman could be a
lotless than purr-fecr.,
But then she came home, and
Mark introduced her. She was
dressed surprisingly well-no
leopard pants. In fact, you
could say she was the eat's mcow,
but Itl rather not.
.
She offered mea cup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now that was something
I could relate.to.Then she brought it
outin the mosrbcautiful.distinctly
unfelinc china Id ever seen. As we
sipped, I found out that Mrs. Campbell
has my same weakness for chocolate,
" loves the theater as much as I do, but,
incrediblvnever saw "Cats." So Mark
and I arc' taking her next month.

CAMPUS PRINT SHOP
AND COpy CENTER
.

"~.'

.
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.Explore other cultures
, 'Beginning with a fair of cultural displays and
culminating in an international dinner, the BSU
International
Student Association's
annual
cultural festival will be held in the BSU Student
Union April 4-7 and April 9.
, Displays from countries including Malaysia, Indonesia, Mexico and Pakistan, will be shown April
4-7 in the Boisean Lounge. The exhibit will be

open to the public daily from 10 a.m.-5 p.rn,
A food, song and dance festival prepared and
performed by international students will be held
from 7-10:30 p.rn, April 9 in the Student Union
Ballroom, Food will be served fro in 7-8 p.m.
Tickets for the dinner are $8 for general admission and $5 for students and are available at Union
Station in the Student Union,

Meet cold-drill
The cold-drill retrospective exhibit will be shown through May 15 at the
Hemingway Western Studies Center.
'
cold-drill is BSU's literary magazine, founded in 1970 by English professor
Tom Trusky. During its IS-year history, cold-drill has repeatedly swept top
natiortal awards for creativity, design, and excellence in writing and graphics.
The exhibit reveals just why cold-drill and its spinoff publications,posters,
. books and film projects, has outshone the efforts of the biggest and best
universities in the country.
Scratch 'n' sniff poetry posters, 3-D comics, moveable books, cassette tapes
and potato paper are just some of the items in theexhibit.
Admission is free.
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oncert features variety of music
Violinist LesleyHarrison, pianist David 'Iacher and
the Keyboard Percussion Ensemble will present a
three-part concert April 4 at 8 p.m, in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
.
Harrison will begin the performance with a selection by Kreisler and six folk dances by Bartok. 'Iacher

will then take the stage for a.piano solo by Schubert.
Concluding the recital will be the Keyboard Percussion Ensemble performing wofks byHatch, Vincent,
Jeanne and Joplin.
.
Admission to the concert is free.

Dance club to .perform
Thirty-four dancers from BSU's
Dance Theatre Club will "Show
Some Emotion"April 7-9at 8:15
p.m, as they perform 13 numbers,
including some.accompanied by
Methods of Dance, in the Special
Events Center.
The dancers will perform jazz,

Faculty
a,rtist series
to 'feature
Purdy
The BSU 1988. Faculty Artist
Series continues with a performance of French violin literature by
professor Craig Purdy April 8 at 8
p.m. in the Morrison Center Recital
.Hall.
Assisted by pianists Del Parkinson and Peggy Ford-Purdy, Purdy
will perform works by LeClair,.
Messiaen, Franck and Ravel. A
soloist and chamber musician who
has performed across the United'
States and abroad, Purdy currently is assistant principal second
violin of the Boise Philharmonic
Orchestra.
General admission to the recital
is $4, with senior citizens admitted
for $2 and no charge for BSU
students, staff and faculty.

iplay
and. three.nsional
art,
Iring sculpture
.eramics, will be
'Deus of an exby BSU art
ents Rex A.
rnaii,
Shane
is and John Co
stone. The exwill be shown
rgh April 15 in
30isea'n Lounge
~Student Union.
[mission' is free.
'0-

Retrospective'
highlights w()rk
Artwork by Phyllis Kelly will be
displayed April4-May 23 in the Se7
cond Floor Gallery of the Student
Union;
The exhibit will feature a variety
of subject matter and media, inc
eluding oils,acrylics and watercolors, The artist said theexhlbitis .:
a "two-year retrospective that has
truly been an explorationandan
adventure."
A reception for the artist will be
held April 4 from 7-9 p.m. at the
gallery.
Kelly is a freshman art major at
BSU. She has worked as an interior
decorator and art consultant for
Brown's Gallery.
Admission is free.

ballet and modern dances to varying music, including pieces written
by Methods of Dance. The dances
are choreographed by the club's advisers and members, and the show
is directed by Jole Allred,
Proceeds from the show will go
toward a new dance floor for the

SPEC and an additional class in the
dancing program.
Tickets, $4 for general public and
$3 for students, are available at the
door and Union Station in the Student Union.
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MOIIIS
by Phil De Angell

The University News
Ever heard bumps and knocks
coming from beyond the locked attic door and let your imagination trek
through the possibilities of what the
source might be? If you see Beetlejuice, you may begin to believe that
all strange occurences of this sort are
attributable to ghosts.
In this refreshing view of the
afterlife, Alec Baldwin and Geena
Davis play the Maitlins, proprietors
of a -small-town hardware store in
ConnecticutvThey are, as someone
ed, the film takes on a new style. the scary ones scarier.
in the film says, straight 'from L.t.
All of the principals do well In
Previously, it was just a nice, homey
Bean, completewith flannel shirts
for him and flower-print dresses for story about some New England' their. parts, and Davis and Baldwin
especially are well east. Michael
ghosts and their mortal-infestation
her. They are a young, loving, country couple, and one can picture them problem, but suddenly, it becomes a Keaton plays the movie's namesake,
story of what happens wlien you die: Betelguese. Most parts Keaton 'plays
spending two years in the South
You. are processed by that great . are obnoxious or perverted, and this
.American jungle on a Peace Corps
one is both, so the role fits him well,
bureaucracy in the sky. The portion
tour.
He is funny, but at times he overplays
Sadly, Davis drives their Volvo off of the film dedicated to the other
the role; that is something that is the
world is hilarious in most parts, and
of a bridge, into the river below and
director's fault.
they die, suffocating in $15,000worth passably funny in the"rest.
I· found some errors in the script,
The effects in the film are the best
of European engineering. When they
that I have seen. Perhaps it is because such as the sand worms from Saturn,
realize that they -are indeed ghosts,
They appear at opportune times, but
I don't see a lot of science-fiction
they are not disheartened, because
not much changes. Soon, strange . films, but I think the reason the ef- are never explained well. Most of the
otherworld is unexplained and this
fects are so strange and entertaining
people from New York move in, and
begin remodeling the old house into to me is because they are almost all leaves the audience guessing at connovel and they are used in a comedy clusions it shouldn't have to.
a New Age funky art gallery.
As a whole, however,I enjoyed this
Of course, the Maitlins do not like film. This is not like Nightmare on
film greatly.
this invasion of their home and Elm Street, Part 3, .where the
privacy, so they try to scare the city gruesomeness of the effects is used
GRADE: B+
folk off. Here, when the audience is to frighten, but the fact that half of
first exposed to the special effects us- the effects used are comical makes

The

For information'
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application write to:

P.O. Box 3052

LaGrande, OR 97850
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Buy one PHOTO POStER

and get one FREE
(oj same shot)
Polter Blu (2 ft. :II: 3 ft.))
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or negative or our
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Givea hoot.
_DOn't pollute.

1510 No. 13th at
In Blatorlc Hyde Park
342-0076

Forest Service,
U.S.D.A.M
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'lfA~a:ster's lnternatlcrral bash
,program
to be held April 9
a'clclecl'
by

Lelgb Anne Squires

The University

News

Ani~ster's program in instructional technology being, offered,
, through the School of Educationis
on the cutting edge 'ora new trend
in the field; according to program
head Dr. Dean Spitzer.
Spitzer
,said
instructional
'technology traditionally has been
defined as using visual aids and computers In a classroom situation. At
BSU, a broadened
definition includes
the use of brainstorming methods;
group dynamics,
relaxation therapy
and incentive techniques. Spitzer said
Dean Spitzer the role of instructional technology is in "looking for
long-term, cost-effective solutions to
human performance problems."
According
to Spitzer,
his
philosophy disputes the historical notion that there is one panacea (such
as the computer) for all educational
problems; Instructional technologists
use a holistic approach to problemsolving .by examining employee
backgrounds,
environment and
motivation. They then determine a
method for solving individual performance problems.
The students in the program may
work as.consultants to corporations
or within the personnel departments
of companies. Their goals ,include
saving money, eliminating waste and
increasing business, Productivity,
StudentLarry Mullins said that, as
long as there are problem.s, they will
have work. He said the uruversity and
local businesses recognize the need
for instructional technology and are
supportive.
,
The instructional
technology
students must work on a project with
an outside agency for their master's
theses. Current student projects include helping the IdahoCentennial
Commission produce effective hosts
for the centennial celebration,
developing a firefighter training curriculum for the State Fire Service and
revising a policy manual for the State
Tax Commission.
Some of the students have said
they, 'feel their philosophy and
methods are universally applicable.
According to student Jeanni.e S~tu~,
learning this new ,way of thinking IS
beneficial, to people in any field.. '
Student Terry Thurber said,
"What other field of study can you
say would be helpful in teaching a
person to become an effective corporation problem solver and also
teach you to become a better cook
and a better father?"
Twenty-five students are current!y
enrolled. Most are professionals 10
their 30s with bachelor's degrees in
,communications,
educati~n and
computerscicence.

_vel

Discover Careers

....

by SteVe F. J..yon

'The· University News
A night of extravagantly exotic
food, song and dance is planned
for April 9 in the Student Union
Ballroom, as BSU's International
" Student Association hosts its 11th
annual festival.
Along with the food and entertainment from around the world,
the festival gives BSU's foreign.
students the opportunity to share
their cultures with students and
the community, Moby Ng, publicity director for the club, said.
Ng said II of BSU's foreign
students will perform in the
festival, offering a skit and songs
and dances from China, Pakistan,
Mexico and elsewhere. Students
also will cook food indigenous to
their countries of origin.
One of the goals of the yearly
festival is to show the western

world what, other countries and
cultures are all about, Ng said.
Another member of the International Student Organization,
Ahmad Khairuddin, who has participated in. thefesti'val for six,
years, said he hopes the festival
will "build and strengthen the in ~
tercultural understanding and rela- ,
tionship between students and the
community." He added that there
is an "obligation on our part to
share what we have, our culture. "
During the week of Apri!4-9,
the
International
Student
Organization' will sponsor a
culture "fairin the Boisean Lounge
where displays and films will
highlight other countries.
The festival will be held in the
Student Union Ballroom. Dinner
will be served at 7 p.m, Tickets for
the festival are $8 for the general
public and $5 for students. Tickets
are available at the Union Station.
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"No matter how
badtheyare, '
Grandma loves'
to hear the
latest jokese'~

.J.

)bu miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
vou and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
ieason to call long distance.
AT&TLong Dlstance'Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear vour grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line. "
". .
So whenever you miss
her laughter. bring a smile
.
to her face with AT&T.Reach
out and touch someonef
I

If you'd like to know more
about AT&Tproducts and
services. like theAT&T Card,
call us at 1 800222-0300.

Industry Theory and Computer Training

;i:litiu- ri"aY~;.:'Ca~;:n7,·'!~?,
Positions with:.
• Tnn'e' Agenele.
• Alrllnel

• Hot.UMotl'
• Cru'" Linn
• Tour..COmpanl'~

• Rlnll' Car
Componl..

.Sufflee

Trllliporlalion

, Call for moredelallsl
Idaho Travel Academy, Inc; ,
1331 South Five Mile Road
BoIse, Idaho 83709,
(208) 377·2033
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.,...NCAA champioIlSj'lipsat An:t~s,:I?wa:J1";IvlS Krawl (I34.pgUIlQS), Ran,dySchimmel (14~pt)\i:nds) a.nd Pat McDade(he.~yy;welght~.AH (h.ree
went as wildcard ,se1ectiQns,andall three.iVer~ehmtnated,tn
th~ flfSt,
'.' round: This. was ,thefii'S! season jhe wrestlingteam compeleg 10' tll,e
,Pac~lO, finishing in' eiglith pl,:tce., ,.'
....".';
" ,,
o
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.Tel1nls ..tealns·.fare',WES11'
," .;Boihtheri,enandw(1tnen's
tennis teamsaresuppordngwinning
..
records. The-men's leam is 7-5 overall and 3,-2inconfer~nce "lay. The
women iue8-3 overall and have ap>erfect~.() conference mark. The
.,'women will. host Northwest Nazarene Apnl6 and then headnonh
to Moscqw for an April 8-10 match with the U of I,ISUand
. Washington State. The men will-travel to Nanlpatotake.oJl.Northwe~t
.
Nazarene College April 5, then go to the WeberStateIllvl~u()l\al~prJ!

Mark Jones I University News

Up and over: CrystalYoung,

.~

lert, of BSU holds on te the lead and takes first plac'e in the women's
IOO-meter hurdles in the All Idaho Track and Field Meet held April 2 at BSU.
.

In meet

It was billed as the All-Idaho meet,
but it turned out to be the All-Boise
State meet with a few others thrown
in for good measure. The BSV men's
and women's track teams dominated
the April.l-Z track meet held at Bronco Stadium.
The Bronco men scored 133liz
points. Their closest competitor was
Ricks College with 44, followed by
College of'Southern Idaho with 41,
Idaho State with 39Vz, and Northwest Nazarene 3.
"Byron Canty, Troy, Wendall and
Ted as well as Danby Holmes had
great days," BSU men's track coach
Ed Jacoby said. All but Wendall were
double winners.
Canty won both the 1l0-meter and
400-meter hurdles as well as being on
BSU's two winning relay teams. Ted
Lindsey, who has the weight events

'.

·,···.,WQrnen,:IQ!)e ..il1·tOY(':ly<

,II

by Tom Lloyd
The University News

'..

onus since Steve Muse was sidelined
Young. finished first in the
with a hairline fracture in his righ t loo-meter hurdles and ran on the first
arm, had winning tosses in the discus place finishing4x400 and 4xloo relay
and shot put. Holmes ran away with teams. She also finished second in the
the 1,500 and 5,000 distance races. long jump and shot put and third in
Troy Kemp was voted the Outstanthe high jump. Needless to say,
ding Male Athlete at the meet as he Young was voted the Outstanding
set a high jump meet record with a Female Athlete.
leap of 7-5 Vz and also won the long
"We had a number of outstanding
jump with a 24-Vz mark. Wendell performers,"
BSU women's track
Lawrence finished seeond to Kemp in coach Jim Klein said.
the long jump but won his eveilt; the
. BSU's Kathy Karpel won the
triple jump, with a meet record jump
distance races, 1,500 and 3,000.
of 53-5 Vz.
Darnell Butler showed versatility by
The women's events could have racing to fir~t place in the 4oo-meters
been termed the Crystal Young show. then heaving the javelin 140-7 for top
Young accounted for an impressive
honors. Sabrina Johnson sprinted to29-12 from relays-of
the BSU , victory in the 200 and 4oo-meters,
.women's track final 130 points. In and Nancy Kuiper won· both the
fact, she alone outscOl'ed the entire discus and shot put
College of Southern Idaho with 10
The next event for both teams will
and Northwest Nazarene with 6 be the BODGibb Classic~pril15 and· .
teams. ISU finished second in the 16.
meet with 68 points followed by
Ricks with 38.

, -.'.'TheBSU wb~en's b~~ke~b~1I.team, in its fi~t everpciSb~eason play"
. lost to 14th~rankedMonia.ha; 13~59, in' ihe~mi-finlilsoftheMQun.
tain We;;t Athletic Coriference chairipionship~
Lady Broricos ended
their season with an 18-10 overall record and 10-6 on conference play,

The

.',
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.
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Men .fallirffirstround';,

t~'-'

;,' .'. th~BSUmen's
basketb~ll;t~~mcoinpleteij
their. s~~~or.nosing'
<iOth-i'ahked Michigan in the fltSt'rbundof tile NCAA ~hampitii;ship;~
••AfterVl~~t;appe.t~:
t9'bfa, first:h,~lf,~ro~v~ut,l;ii:~'!3!9ncosral!ied:".
, . ~mlytQsee the WolvennesC$cllP~Wlt~,,(1~3-58' v!etl?rY,.}:l~tJt;nd.~~;: "
',}heseU$()i)v,t~th
~eCQ~41:
!h~n.iosreyer:w,I!JS,~f~ Br9Iico'~l\ske,t::~.'
.;balt team, -:and' were, theoutrlg~t 'regular.:and, p~st
{ll&S,IIY;;"

~'21~~

,-

:C~!lrijP.iQhi;;:' ':':"';";'~'; ..;,\):.;>,,',;,/: " ".
'\~ :;.".'?:
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Buckle Up;

Idaho!

XEN'ON IS HERE!

~..
((.,
'l'l'. TI1E·f)LUE
UNICOQN
A ~tETAPIIYSICAL 1l0!If(SmRE
1603 N. 13th

�I ::'"

345-9390

---~-..,.;.~-...;.-~--1104 Main
Downtown Boise

YOURfIRST STEP'

. .

TOWARD SUCCESS IS TBE ONE YOU
tOUtD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'llieam .
what it takes to succeed-in callege and in
life. You'llbulld self-confidence and develop
, your leadership potential. Plus yOIlcan also
qua1ify to earn an Army Officer's commission
when you graduate from college.
F"mdout more. Contact Boise State University Army ROTC at 385-3500.

.•SI)
........
,

~~N

~12- PRICE
SINGLE SCOOP

THE~ERRARI Of' NIGHTCLUBS

(reg. $1.10).

Grand; Openirig'Satur'clay April 9, 1988
~

FrldaY-Univers~ty Ntght'

~

, Saturday-Party

ARMYROTt
C01llSE YOUCAl TIlE.

-

.

-

st.

1.0. RequlrecL
NO SMOKING'

& Grove, Boise

,

Boise's best homemade
Ice '.cream .. Alsose;';lng
Honey Hili frozen yogurt.

Admission $5 . -

NOALCOHCL
10th

.

Night

-":'""

Students wll.l>. $3, Others $5

. 18 Years & O'H:r

TIE SMAI'rEST COWGE

.

With this ad until 4.11.AA
..

"
. .
' Thereafter -Every
. ThursdaY-LadlesNlght
Llldles$3, Gentlemen $5

:

ONE. CUSTOMER

,

I

""-.......!

L...:
.

-

I
I

336-0672

.

PEFlCOUPON

.

-

~.

-

.

..

The University News

'-Help Wanted

MOfHER SHJ3LPERs.Household"
,L?YING, PROFESSIONAL couple
duties and childcare. Live in eXciting
\V!shesto' adopt baby and provide '
New York suburbs. Room, board and
withbest 'of everything., Please call
salarY-included.
i03~22-4959
ie .: Barbara collect: (208) 765~3187
914-273-1626.
'(days);(208)
772~7638 (eVes.);

$lOOs'\Va~K.LY 'poS$ibletypingat'
home, .vSummer

too. Send . large
'. iriformation.
Stocneback, '7620 Bamowl Trail,
Orhindo,:FL
32810.
S.A.S.E:,'.for

ALASKA NOW HI~UNG. Logging,
construction,
' "fishing,
"nurses,
teachers, etc.~xcellerit pay. For more
information,
call 206-736-0449, ext.

A-72. "

(~~:
:~~
~:~~;;u
~....
Tfifa:NG some
from

school?

' We

time
need

Miscellaneous
-----,-.--,.,..,---'-'EUROPE,
$29.50' A DAY: Visit 7
.countrles :by .bus, camp at night.
Contact 'your
travel
agent, Of
TRADEWIND
TRAVELLERS
CLUB, (212) 832-9072.

. COULD' YOU BE, A .BOS'IDN
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely. suburban neighborhoods,
enjoy excellent
salaries, benefits; your. own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your_ round-trip .transportatlnn. is
provjded.One
year commitment
necessary.' Call' or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
Inc, (CCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
Thin Falls, ID 83301.(:l08) 733-7790.

Off

Monday, April

4, 1988

11

i

CLOSE TO BSU.available May I, 2
bedroom duplex, enclosed patio, carport, wid hook-up, $3OOmonth, $150
.deposit. 1144 Euclid, 342-3958 or
376-3040.
'

RED HOT BARGAINS!
DrugFREI?6
months of professional hair
'dealer's cars, boats, planes repo'd.
care or 20 tanning sessions when you
Surplus. Your area. Buyer's Guide.
rent this large 2 bedroom,
fully,
(805)·687~6000, ext. S-7849.
'
. carpeted, tri-plex at 911 N., 16th.
Washercdryer
included at. $335 a
month. Call 342-3958 or 376-3040.

GOV'T SEIZED
VEHICLES
for
$400. .Cars, trucks, Jeeps and "im~, .:
ports. BUY direct at LOCAL sales!
'='''''''''''''''''''''':::''''''''''''''''''''''7''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
CaI1I~518459·3734. Ext. J3504A, 23
Personals
hours:
,
WHICH JIM called Valerie's mother
EARLy llIRD BARBER on duty 7 to ask if w,e were home safe? I'm very
a.m. Monday through Friday, $2 Thnconfused. KK
ning 7 a.rn, to 9:45 Monday through
Friday. Diamond til's, 123 S. Latah,
342-3958.

, AC~()88
34 Printer's
,melllUre
'
.
-1Pald notices
35 Mine excavation
4 Youngsters
37 Mist
8 Embryo f10wera 38 Cudgel
12 Unit 01 Latvlan . 39 Pitch
,currency
40 Seed
·13 Encourage
42 Shore bird
14 Region
' «Aquatic
,
15 Wine cup
mammal
16 Writing the
47 Sat ntrlde
news
51 Siamese nallve
18 Tear asunder
52 Bsrd
20 Dlllseed
53 Learning
21 Beholdl
54 Superiatlve .
22 Metric measure
ending
23 Conduct
55 Part 01 church
27 Towel
56 Pitcher
Inscription
. 57 Female ruff
29 Strike
4 FruitCake'
DOWN
30 Rant
5 Presidential
31 Running
1 Word 01 sorrow
nickname
32 Lubricate
2 Wet
6 Leave
33 Genus 01 caltla
3 Bogadown,
7 ROCk

, ,.THE
WEEKLY'
CROSSWORD.
PUZZLE

6Conmcts
9 Swiss canton
10 Lair
11 Sink In middle'
17 Concerning
,
.19Malden loved by
Zeus
22 Belli
"':'::-i--t-"""'t--t 24 Babylonian
deity·
-i-+-+--1
25 On the ocean
28 Depression
27 Vast throng
28 Preposilion
29 Hasten,
30 Piece of cut
timber
32 Manage
33 Nod
36 Near to
37 Pursue
38 Tart'
40 Move sidewise
41 Near
43 Paid notice
44 River In
Germany
45 Comfort
48 Ceremony
47 Health resort
48 Cover
49 Legal matters
50 Before

-

. BLOOM COuNTY '

.....---..-.......

'"""t-+-~

~ic'Tan.
J

APRIL ATTIT.UDE ADJUSTMENT

.,

··7 sessions for only $28.00
• Bring a friend to do the same!
Good for one free, facial tan for both!

Call For Appointment Now!
60NNA

223 North 6th Suite L100' 338-1000

~A

toNG
CIIMfAI6N.

•

Monday-Friday 7-7 Saturday 9-5' •

I

'Giveahoot

Don'tpoIIute.

Animals are your friends.

Forest Service, V.S.D.A. til
>
",.

,,-

.. ~

We've Got
,the·Best
"Comic
Books'in
Town!

..•

I

8Spect Dc.Ii.ace.

.1

"Regular jobs!
'Temporary jobs!

.1"·

'PEOPLE!'

3.45':5747
Dr., 'Suite 117

'. )301~e', 1083702'

.

•

CLIPYOURNEXTHAIRCUT

100,000 Back Issues

•

DOWN1D$ 7.50

I

WE:SU.~t'lY

1471 Shoreline

New Releases
Every Friday

New. &- Used SF/Fantasy
.
'Books

We promise yOUno
hassles, appoint- .
"ment service arid the
best haircut in town
for men and women.
At the best price, ,

no

I

lliIRD~~~c.",~,

Posters Games & More

...

1l!lllIllD'"

State Street Albertson's Marketplace

•••

,~

'!!I!t!t!l!l!ll13

1

1725 Broadway ~744
only 3f.t mUes s()uih Qf BSU"
AJI_"""_Tl't"",,OII18l"DC~1nt.

&, ',. ~

V

:

.,/

"

.'
1,.

USE THIS PAGE OR A PHOTOCOPY AS YOUR ORDER FORM. MARK AN "X" IN BOX NEXT TO y,OURSELECTIONS.

I
I
. Ij....

I
I
I
I
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SlNEAD O'CONNOR
LOVE.

ROCKETS IllClTIMEl5058-I-llIRCA(8.98)

our LIPPARD IlEIlCURYuo

5nNG

A.

FOREIGNER

EUROP£

Of[

I:

AERosMrrH GUfUtGHS
GR£AT WHITE

CAPITOl.

I~
I~

SOUNDTRACK

A&MSP 3913(9.98)

SOUNDTRACK

BELINDA CARLISLE

BONJOVI
. EXPOSE

I
I
I
I

DOKKEN

METALLICA ElEKTRA60766 (8.98)
MEGADETH
BODEANS

BILLY IDOl

RICK ASTlEY

46972 (8.98)

BOWIE

E_nAHPJ17267

I
I
I
I
I

IWSlEY_

THE COMMUNARDS
LLCOOLJ

LA. GUNS

VERTlGO

nFFANY

MeA42106 (8.98)

~ ._

JODYWATLEY
SENTIMENTAL

lEO,,'

DARKLANDS

'

-.-

NAME --:

_

ADDRESS :--

_

STATE

CITY

ZIP

~

.

I
I
I
I

L.A. GUNS
APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION

662D-1-R\8.98)

Students Publishing
P.O. BOX 4649
FORT LAUDERDAlE,
FLORIDA 33338

ROCK OF LIFE

OUT OF THE BLUE

4
.'"'~

-a_I __

~!!I!UU

L __~.. _. ~

!11mu,.r

.

l=:U1l1(= •

$3.99

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

TIFFANY

x I.....· _

...... 1 =

CATALOG UE, (1.00)
POSTAGE &
HANDLING

i n~v; enCIGud $1.1;0 extra for (IOItaoe.

... _ ..- -- .......__

---'

I
I

_

I
···;·1

$3.50

____

TOTAl

ENCLOS"ED

I

I,

I
I
I

HYGIENE

BEST OF 38 SPECIAl-·fl.ASHBAa{·

MCA5793 (8.98)

III!", JUU

I

HOT, COOL AND VICIOUS

~ MeA5898 (8.98)

WE ONLY SELL CASSETTES/! WEACCEPT
PERS9NAL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS
POSTAGE & HANDLING: ALL ORDERS MUST INCLUDE
THREE DOLLARS 81FIFTY CENTS (3.50]~ NO MATTER HOW
LARGE OR SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
FIRST CLASS MAIL f TAPES ARE 100% GUARANTEED

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN

I DI

A LETIER FROM ST. PAUL

51'-3908 (9.98)

.

BIGGER AND DEFFER

D£88IE GIlSON Al1NfT1C81780 (8.98)

O V• ••_.

A&M

We Are Not A Club ! .

RED

834 I 44-1IPOlYGRAM

RCA

~A 6442·1-11(8.98)

WARREN ZEVONVlilGIN 90603/ATLANTIC(8.98)

CHER

GUNS .. IWSES GEFFENGHS24148 (8.98)
- .. • .. 7
RICK SPRINGAElD

SO
BEST OF THE DOORS

THE JESUS AND MARY ~HAIN WARNERBROS. 25656 (8.981

SIGN '0' THE 11MES

38 SPECIAL AtoM 3910(9.98)

GRACELAND

KILL 'EM ALL

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

. OEFJA,. FC40793/COlUMBtA

BACK IN THE HIGHlIFE

(UP>

NEXTPLATEAUPI. 1007 (8.98)

JODYWATLEY

STORIES WITHOUT WORDS

288?71WARNERBROS. (15.98)

CLOUD NINE

IIROS. (1.98)

THE ATIACK

CHER GEFFEN24164 (8.98)

PRINCE

2844~

SAlT-N-PEPA

NEVER LET ME DOWN

ORIGINAL LONDON CAST POLY00Il831 273·1/POLYGRAM

KEEP-YOUR DISTANCE

EXPOSURE

WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY

SPYRO GYRA MCA42046 (8.98)

HAPPY?
832 028 III'lll.VGRAM

WHEN WET

BUSTER POINDEXTER

(9.98)

THE HOUSE OF DOLLS

,
CONTROL
TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY
INTRODUCING
H.ARDUNE
ACCORDING
TO
TERENCE
TRENT
D'ARBY
COLUMBIA
BFC40964
MADONNA
SIRE25535IWARNERBROS. (9.98)
YOU CAN DANCE

ACTUAllY

.,

(8.98)

HERE WE COME

GEFFENGHS24088 (8.98)

THE SILENCERS

VITAL IDOL

RCA6633·I·RI8.98\

RCA 6822·1·R

NmCURV

28447

~IIROS.

JANET JACKSON

OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

41620

CftlYSAUSOV

STRANGEWAYS.

KISS ME. KISS ME, KISS ME

SO FAR, SO GOOD ... SO WHA11

(9.98)

25629/REPRlS£ (8.98)

BUSTER POINDEXTER

I

•

CAPlTOlClA8148
SlASH

PET SHOf' BOYS [_nAH

DAVID

I

BACKJOR

SUBSTANCE
CASUAl GODS

THE DOORS [LEKTRA60345 (12.98)

MAGIC

. ElEKTRA60735 (9.9a)

SAVAGE

DARKHORSE25643/WARNERBROS.(9.98)
ISI.AND

PETER GABRIEL

RICHARD MARX

MeA42085 (8.98)

THE JETS

SIMON

PAUL

OOORTOOOOR

ARlSTAAI. 8441 (8.98)

ELECTRiC

[UIITRA60717(11.98)

STEVE WINWOOD

SYMPHONY ORCH.

SUPPERY

(1.98)

GEFFENGHS24171 (8.98)

GEORGE HARRISON

HEAVEN ON EARTH

830264-11I'lll.'IORAM

MEIlCIJIlY

IlAOS.

PUBLIC IMAGE LTD VIRGIN90642 (8.98)

LESS THAN ZERO

RICHARD MARX EMI-MANlAnAH8T 83049 (I.Y8).

LAW OF THE FISH

CASUAL GODS SIRE256631WAf<N[RBROS.(8.98)

CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT

GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM

MeA42080 (8.98)

BETENOIRE

408881EPA

RCA6794·1-R (9.98)

THECUR£

ONCE BITTEN

D£FJAMSC 44042/COlUMBIA (CO)

OF[

GENE LOVES JElEBEl

RAPTURE

8T 12868 (1.91)

MUSIC FOR THE MASSES

THE SMITHS _ 2I649!WMNER1lAOS. (8.98)

SPANISH flY

(1.91)

£I'lC

JERRY HARRISON.

OUOTONES

ElTON JOHN
LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURNE
MCA 2-8022 lIO.981
THE CARS [UllrAA 60747 (9.98)

I:
I~

[UIITRA 60444

ANITA BAIt£R

BABYLON AND ON

MODE SIRE256141WARN£RBROS. (8.98)

NEW ORDER QWEST25621IWARNERBROS. (12.98) .

PERMANENT VACATION

24162 (1.98)

LONG LIVE THE NEW FLESH

(8.91)

EURYTHMICS

THE ANAl. COUNTDOWN

CULT JAM '~FC40477

USA USA.

MAN OF COLOURS
ONE GOOD REASON

tHE CuLT 1I[0GAII'S1IAHQUET1SlRE
21818~

INSIDE INFORMATION

.

CHIlVSAUSrN 41592

THE RADIATORS

DOCUMENT

40241IEPA

EYE OF THE HURRICANE

aRYAN FERRY REPRISE28898 (8.98)

TANGO IN THE NIGHT

AIlISTAAI. ..... 27 (1.91;

-KENNYG.

DEPECHE

FAITH

ATLANTIC
81808 (9.98)
£I'lC

4206I/MCA (8.98)

~AlM8P1161

BAD

R.EJL 1.R.S.420!191MCA(8.91)

LRS.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

BIKINI RED
'INMYTRIBE

FlESH FCMI LULU CAPITOlCLT 48217 (8.98)

SKYSCRAPER

26471 (9.98)

~IAOI.

ElEKTRA60755 (8.98)

PAUL CARRACK CHR'tsAUssrv 41878

TUNNEL OF LOVE

COllMl1A DC40867

FlEETWOOD MAC

IC£HOUSE

KICK

E!"C40600IEPA

GEORGE MICHAEl

THE ALARM

THE JOSHUA TREE

DAVID LEE ROTH WARNERBROS. 25671 (9.98)
MICHAEL JACKsoN

. .

THE LONESOME JUBIlE£

COlUMBIADC40999

FLOOOlANDS

10,000 MANIACS [UIITRA 60738 (8.98l

DIRTY DANCING

ATLANTIC
81796 (9.98)

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

THE SCREA,MING BLUE MESSIAHS

••• NOTHING LIKE THE SUN

1SlNCl1OH1/Al1NfT1C (9.98)

INXS

-.c(

Jr-:.;

A MOMENTARY lAPSE OF REASON

JOHN COUGAR IID.1..EJtCAUP
MiJiciiri iIi4
.-

I
Iw
Ice
I~
I~w
1=

=

.,

HYSTERIA

. AtoM SP 6402 (10.98)

U2

SISTERS OF MERCY El£KTRA60762 (1.98)

'

EARTH - SUN • MOON'

SOUNDTRACK IICA6401-1-11(9.98)

·CJ

•• '..l(l,'t

m 1II'lll.¥QIlAM

PINI( fLOYD~DC_"

I

"Ii

THE LION AND THE.coBRA

ENSIGHBFV416121C1flYSAl.1S

I
I
I
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"'.'

Presiden.t gi'ves$tation
to students: Change
tholJghtgood~of, badof
ASPMS to go, back to the fun of
OJ,fame and glory.'"
, '
"Maybe now Dara will want
BSU Kaiser, John President _ me;" he added;
,
gave the university'S public radio
Concerned student Ernestina
station to the students last week, Snufflemeyer' said she, was unearning waise, blame and some
satisfied with the idea of student
threats from students and former management, at KNPR. "I've
station management; he said.
fought this battle for all my seven
"I gave the station to the years at BSU, and I'll fight until r
students because I feel they die-or
graduate" whichever
should have a learning ex- comes first," she said;
perlence and because I figured
"After all:'she said "the very
th.!ly couldn't possibly bunge
idea of giving a station to the
things up any worse than (former
students and still calling, It KNPR
General Manager John) Jacuzzi,"
is unthinkable. If they don't
he said,
chanqe thecaliletlers
to KSTU,
Jacuzzi said "I did a good job
for students, "II sue them and
at running that stilt lon, and I reo hold a protest and continue be- ,
sent President's turning It over to ing a thorn in their sides Iorever..
a bunch of mealy-mouthed
President will not be allowed to '
juveniles. He's just lucky I hated' , forget the power of the student'
the job, or he'd be in big trouble."
masses."
'
Jacuzzi then said he was ' "I think it's just gnarly," said in:
unavailable ,for comment, cltirig
coming freshmen Tren O.Fella. "I
his - dislike
of student-run
mean, like, I don't what it's all
organizations as the reason for
about, but if the students are dohis refusal to grant an Interview
ing it, It's golta be OK. And, like,
to the student paper.
I wanna be a OJ and get my
"If. I were going to comment,"
clothes torn off."
he added, "I would just say that
Johnny Vehement,' who has
I have tried my best to run a pro- been fighting for student control
Iesslonal, quality station with a of the station since he lost his
rntnlrnurrrot
student Involveh a rdo or e-p u n k-bf u ep r.as s-,
ment. It has, been difficult, 'bagpipe
show In 1986, said.he is
though, as the students were the' - angry about the current situation.
onlycnes with the training or
"If they don't give me my show
qualifications to run KNPR,"
back," he said, "I'll egg Presi·
ASPMS President of Vice Dick
dent's house and run his shorts
Overblown, said. he was satisifed
up the flagpole. That'll show
with the station's new status, but
'em."
felt that President had, perhaps,
President announced that, as
gone a little too far. "What I was
well as giving thE/station to the
looking for:' he sald,,"was corn- students, he would provide tunpromise. President has just
ding for a transmitter to be placjumped Into this without the pro:
ed on a raft in the Pacific Ocean
.per negotiations. I hope it works
so KNPR's signal could be broadout, but we'll, have to see how
cast to Guam. '
many students goto work there
"We'll be the flagship student ,
now. I know I'm resigning my radio station of the South
powerful but controversial job at
Pacific;" he said. , '

Sloths
admire
student:
skiing ,

by Kay Tew
The University News

by JoNo Wun
The University News
" In eln effort to alleviate parking
problems on campus, Parking
Director Rob Weeble has equipped parking control officers with
hand grenades, instructing them
to enforce the new policy that only Yuppie cars may park on
campus,
"This action is In keeping with
the university's new policy of
catering to the highest-patd ad, ministration officials and the
richest community
members,
making BSU the most exclusive,
not to mention
the bestendowed, university in the state,"
Weeble said.

Homeless
find refuge
at 'BSU

'Sporting
house moved to BSU"campus"
.
.'

.

:

,.'
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,by Kay Tew,
The Varsity Rag
A
recently
discovered
historical document proves that
the s-room building moved to
campus last month was used as
a brothel' In the tsth-century
When the building was brought
to BSU, It was believed to be a
'schoolhouse from the same era.
An anonymous administration
source leaked the document to
The Varsity Rag because, ' he
said, "I thought the students had
a right to know., Besides, It's
'funny."
'
A student, who also asked to
remain anonymous,sald,"Nyah,
nyah, nyah.'
,
,
Another.student.who also did
not wish to use his name, said,
"Boy, does the university' look
siiiynow-,"
,
, "Of course," he added, "they'd
look even sillier ifanyone could
actually see the building· ...
, The antique brothel is housed
in
the,
Simplot·Micron
'Technology Center (not commonly referredto,~s "S&M Tech'1 in
an area not accesible to students
or the general public. '
Plans to move the building on·
to the soccer field outside the

'

Student
Union have been
cancelled,
but" .a second."
, anonymous administrator said"
"We're going to keepInthe Tech
buildlng,l guess. Afterwespent
all that money to move it 'here,
,we'd look preUygosh·darned ec·
centric If we turned around and
spent as much again to get rid of
it. I hear they'll be conducting

psychological experiments In the
brothefbutthat's onlyan unconfirmed rumor."
Aetudentwhoasksd to remain
ailonym6us,but
whose'intlals
are ZJZ, said he was told by an
instructor that the building was'
to be burned inside S&M Tech to
avoid public embarrassment.
The' professor, whenques·

tloned, said "Heavens, no, that's
not rightat all. They're feeding it
to a document shredder,"ildding
that he wanted
t(,)remain
anonymous. _
The document cannnot actual·
Iybeverlfied,
as it contains an
end-note requel;tlng. that ,the,
author be allowed to remain
anonymous.

He said that most offenders
will be towed, but that the hand
grenades are necessary forenforclng the strict new policy that
Volkswagen vans and bugs and
all vehicles with Grateful Dead or
"Impeach Reagan" stickers will
be destroyed, regardless of
whether theyareoccupied.
"The university feels that such
vehicles belong to students, and
•word has come down that we
must discourage students from
utilizing parking spots which
could
be more effectively
deployed if they were safeguard·
edfor those persons who may be
willing to and are able to endow
this Institution with monies to be
used for the purposes of glorify·
,Ing the status of BSUas Idaho's
premiere social' and athletic
organization," Weeble said.
Student parking will be provid·
ed alongside the new BroadwayChlnden connector, when and if
it ever Is finished, he said.
No parking shuttles will be
provided, according to Weeble,
but students will be able to earn
merit badges in physical prowess
if they walk from the' Chinden
endof the connector through the
snow.
Extra'
points
tor
neighborliness will be given to
those who carry others, he said,
"For those students who are
too lazy to indulge in a brisk.earIy morning stroll, donkeys will be
available at many of the small
businesses along the route. The
charge will be minimal-in keep·
ing with the reasonable nature of
past par!dna feeS:t·1!~·:!!!- cc~t. c~-'
Iy $15 tor a .donkey ride to the
Pavilion lot and $50 per ride to
the Administration Building."
He said the donkeys wilJ be
available' only between 4 and 6
a.m.,. as all classesbeginnirIQ
latei'. In the day have been
cancelled so facultjand
ad·
ministration members will have
more time available to attend
fundreising teas with prominent
'local citizens:

2

.,r:

As part of the faculty retraining program, BSU phil sophy professors are learning to teach courses In aerobics.

Campus to become blue and· industrial soon
by Schlappan
The Varsity Rag

blue turf, commonly referred to
as " Smert Terf." All educational
buildings will be removed for the
In an attempt to "cohesively construction of seven pavilions,
uniform" BSU, Kaiser John Presl· each with a revolving hamburger
dent is attempting to push a shop on its top floor.
reported $3.3 million plan to,
"For so long now, BSU has
revamp "the ridiculous academic been known
for spending
image that has made this unlyer- countless millions of dollars on
slty a laughingstock."
education and very little on
In a 20-page proposal, Prest- athletics. I think it is damn well
dent proposes to remove all time people get their priorities
trees, grass or "living vegetation" straight in their head," President'
and cover the entire campus with said.

The Varsity Rag will not be
publishing next week, or the
week after that, or the week after
that, in order that our staff may
have the rest of the year off.
We hope you enjoy your up.
coming finals and grueliing summer job.

operate 24 hours a day and Prestdent said he hopes to utilize the
seven buildings for simultaneous
religious
concerts; wrestling
matches
and tractor
pull
competitions.
"We would double In profit
every year and then I can build 12
more pavilions and.with all that
money I can help our poor, starvIng athletes make it to the big
leagues and with all the revenue
rolling in .... " .
,
President said that only .9 per.

cent of the BSU athletes make it
to the professional
ranks
because, "They spend too much
time taking idiotic classes such
as philosophy and not concentrating on lifting weights and
mending their jockstraps."
Though he has received a
tremendous amount of negative
feedback from ali levels of 'the
university, President said, "Who
cares what the people say?"

The Varsity Rag is inThis creative use of white space Is brought to you by hor hammer;

USED CONDOMS
by mai larder
• Professionally dry cleaned
• Totally reconditioned

Guaranteed
69 percent effective
Send check or money order to sloppy seconds,
Fruitland, 10 83459

The plan also calls for the fir.
ing of all "eduoatlonally minded
professors" and the hiring of an
expected 500 physical education
instructors specifically trained in
racquet bali and croquet.
"We might just try to retrain,
let's say, a philosophy or a com.
municatlon professor to teach
physical anatomy. If they are untrainable
or uncooperative,
they're out on the streets," Prestdent said.
The seven pavilions
will

P.O. 343,
'

Joe Biffhead
and
John Brownnose
Need Your Vote
for ASPMS President
and Vice President.
Your vote will enhance'
thelr r:;:;Uiiios· aiid ;uiiiii
their ambitions. Without
you, they will never be able
to draw student salaries
while playing silly power
games.
This ad paid for by the parents of
Blffhead & Brownnose.

tended purely as a
parody. All the people.
and events described
are fictional. It's all in
fun, so lighten up and
'don't take offense.

P'ublic'Service'CAd Rebuttal
PLEASE:
- Pollute our public lands
~ Drive iike a drunken maniac
-:- Refuse' to give blood.
-Pract~ce unsafe sex
No one will like you, and YOU'll probably die young but who
said the advice In newspaper ads was any 90od,'anyway?
Paid for by the Commlltee

for. the Elimination

of Future World lJiader s,
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PAC-Baker's Dozen?
by Bonerowskl
The varsity Rag

prise the northern division.
cornered in The End Zone.
"Boise State was the key to the
"l'rn glad It's finally out of the
whole deal," Flapjaw said. "With
bag," I.M. Telling said over his
Top officials
from" the
Pacific;1Q Conference and BSU BSU ieavingthe Big Sky Con- shoulder as he weaved through
met March 3 to hammer out the ference it would throw everything the tables and chairs. "It's done
into a turmoil. Reno will probably and there's nothing anyone can
final plans expanding the major
go to the PCAA (Pacific Coast do about it now."
conference to the PAC·12.
'Athletic Association) and NorthIt was common knowledge
Actually, it should be the
ern Arizona is entertaining
that the local booster club had
PAC-13,but, due to sonie existing
superstition among several com- becoming an independent or' been the conspiring force behind
another conference.
the move to exit the Big Sky Conmittee members, - they have joining
Idaho and Idaho State "had to terence to enter the more
decided to go with a "Baker's
Come along or be left out in the prestigious Pac-12.
Dozen" theme.
"If the 'restlers can go Pac-10,
According to BSU athletic of. cold."
Under a complex set of condi- so can the rest of 'em," Telling
ficial Cactus Jack Flapjaw,
tions Idaho and Idaho State enter said.
negotiations have been going on
as one school and yet separate
But the real reason might be
for some tima "We hired current
schools. Since they play in a fix- esoteric in nature. Hidden behind
Athletic Director Gene Bleymaier
edfacility, they are combined as several
massive
doors
with that In mind. With his strong
far as attendance and programs.
throughout Boise are the arcane
UCLA background, he was just a
Their schedule will be arranged ways in which the shakers and
natural choice."
::)0 that they will play only within
movers operate.
The plan calls for a realigntheir division and then be allow"Besides, now my wife can
ment of the present members,
ed to play schools of their own ' shop at real stores and we can
splitting them Into southern and
size. Their records would be kept travel to real cities by way 6f real
northern regions. In the southern
. in such a way as to make them direct routes," Telling said. "I
division wili be Arizona, 8rizona
eligible for the I-AA playoffs.
hope she's satisfied now," he
State, UCLA, USC, Cal-Berkeley
"In other words, they will have mumbled as he eluded our
and Stanford, while Oregon,
half a foot in I·A and half in '·AA," coverage and sprinted off into
Oregon 'State, Washington,
Flapjaw said.
'the night.
Washington State, Boise State,
The cabal was discovered
Idaho and Idaho State will com- when a top Bronco booster was

Techiesmake pastry, get fat
by Cole Skinny
The Varsity Rag
With the aid of a curriculum
enhancement' grant from the
Bored' Aerospace Corporation
and Un'united Distilleries, Inc.,
Va-tech students will have the
opporll,lnItY",Jo,(;lnrQ!I
for.a~
number of special topics classes
next fall.
. The grant, according to acting
Vo-tech dean, Amul Ashelman,
allows students to "Increase
their
cognitive
retention
capabilities and learn new stuff."
"At first I wanted to' use the
grant for the department coffee
fund, but people said that was
not what It was for," he said;
Highlighting the new course
offerings will be:
Electric razor repair, 6 credlts,
Hands-on course involving the
disassembly, refurbishing and

reassembling of popular cansumer electric razors. Includes
lectures on stubble stoppage.
A guest appearance by Indy
500 winner Bobby Rahal Is also
planned.
'Doughnut
Making, 4 credits.
Intensive six-week course deal.• lng, wIth tne a.~~el]1b!Y·llne'f
manufacturing of doughnuts for,
the aspiring pastry retailer. Also,
.studants will become acquainted
with the various lard-sauce cooking procedures used in doughnut
making, along with a lecture on
extinguishing grease fires.
The cost for the course Is $35
and students may eat their
assignments after grading.'
BasIcs of Asphalt PaVing, -3
credits. Students will work sideby-side with Ada County Highway
Department personnel In filling
potholes In and around the city.
Coursework involves research

and presentations on asphalt
chemical composition and getting the right consistency for.
maximum mileage.
Thetee is $54.50 and includes
five pounds of asphalt per
student.
Advanced
Electrolysis,
2
cre.dlts.Course gives students
an
Introduction
to _:the
glamourous career of permanent
hair removal. Includes lectures
on dealing with abcessed bolls
due to ingrown hairs and teehnlques for dealing With stubborn
pubic hairs. Students will pract1ce hair removal by de-hal ring
patches of the Instructors back,
according
to teacher 'Grlz'
O'Oowell.
"I've got a lot of furry growth on
my back that the kids can pract1ce on. I wanted it removed for
summer, anyway," he said ..

Vote for 'me in the ASPMS elections

BSU croquet coach Ronald
Bligh soulfully performs a few
easy-Iletenlnq
tunes at a
friend's garage sale.

Not much
happens,
really

ing jobs, although" I think that's
a pretty selfish, materialistic attitude, I try to remember that
these are the '80s and everyone
wants a food processor and food
to put in it."
Speaking of food processors,
Borrus said he Is a good cook
and likes to entertain.
The event will be held In the
, by JoNo Wun I
. Morison Center first:f1oor men's
'The Varsity Rag
'1' room. "We wanted to get better
space, but nothing else was
Varsity Rag adlvser and BSU available for a three-man troupe
journalism Instructor Don Borrus
of roller-skating Shakespearian,
will have the chance to so some
actors without eyebrows," Splnt. unusual research and writing
weller said.
next fall in the new "journalism
"I thought at first that it was
that sells" course series.
discrimination, but then I realizBorrus said he will teach
ed the decision
was made.
"Cutsey Human Interest Storles,"
because every other room on
"How to Pun In Headlines,"
campus was full.' Besides, I
"Blanderlzlng Your Editorials"
suspect we bore people."
and "Advanced·Snooping."
The group, Will the Bard's
The idea for the series was Credenza, wllJ perform Romeo
.mine," he said. "I found that peo- and JUliet In an Old West setting.
ple weren't Interested In the
"We wanted
to act out
theory of good joumallstlc ethics
Shakespeare's letter to Marcel
and phllosophy-c-they kept failProust, but we found that many
ing asleep during, my lectures
of them were Illegible," Splnt.
on-well,
pretty
much
weller said.
everything, although I'm really.
Borrus said all the classes
not sure Why, because I always would be available for three
tried to make them Interesting,
credtts, except "Cutsey Human
with audlo-vlsual devices and
Interest Stories," a four-eredlt lab
plenty of cute little anecdotes
course in which students must
. from my past...:..soI figured there
question ordinary citizens In an
had to be something wrong with
attempt
to find something
the course content, because I newsworthy in their drab lives.
knew It wasn't my lecture quall"Our first specimen is some
ty, so I asked around and found
guy named Bonerowski, who
out students want to be able to ought to bea real challenge,"
sell what they write and get pay- Borus said.

.

,

AS ALWAYS, WE'RE HIRelNG
The Vari~ty Rag·
is looking for a fuegood -prottretiers .
.
We neeed you
if you can sea and hold a pens.
Come appiuy,_okay?
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I am outraged-nay, beside
myself-over Stephen King's recent "review" (I use the term
loosely) of Foreigner'S latest
album. This band is composed
of fine, talented professionals
whose only crime is in making
the kind of music mainstream
America loves. Besides, If you
look at each of thelrslx albums,
their sales levels have improved with each release, and Atlantic Records has been able to
proudly report growth in profits
in each of the quarters
Foreigner's albums were releas,-' ed. Your vitrollc yammerings
and self-righteous' smugness
suggest that the only decent
music is music made with integrity. Well, I've got news for

.
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Hey, dudes,youl}aven't heard the half otit, People, we have notlcedchanges eptenty, and Imeanmega-changes, In Bonerowskl since his adventures inth.eSout(1land.,
Was it Shorty the tow-truck driver? Wasitbeing stranded in Berkeley where peo- ,
pIe are so radio~1 thEWforgot to cut their hair and shave when the 70s ended? Was
it losing his all in Reno? Was it The Ml,lstang Ranch? .
But, seriOiJsly,let's give tne gu'l a break. I mean, he had some real bad experiences'
. on his trip.
'.
.
.Like, he's outinthe Great Desert Wasteland of Nev..ada,and it's not bad enough'
he's with two rea! yutzes, but the car has to break down. So after they push it off .
the road, and I think that was a wise decision, because you never know when some
real jerk will come along and try to score some points in his game of road-hockey
by taking your bumper off when you're strendeti.hut his unpieiisantly domineering
Co-worker Kay Iew.drlves by with a 'really luscious babe and there's notroom .tor.
everyone,
they take one otthe vutzes and leave O/,Bonerowskiby the roadside.
. So now he's really weird. Not that that's unusual, but like, his old values seem to
'have been eroded. Like he no longer cares. whether women .notice if George Bus!7 .'
is well hung, or If these women care ·If he cares.
.'
"
And he never cruises the hot babes in the Union Street Cafe lunch line, not even
the really great-looking ones-i-vou know, the ones who brush their teeth and hair.
The really bizarre thing Is that he gave his skateboard toone otthose skankylittle'
_
skate punks you see hanging around the corners .downtown, aftertaki'lg the skull
and crossbones off it and painting it pink. He said the thrill just wasn't there anymore.
But then again, stranger things than that have happened in the desert,

so
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you. While the bands you champion are cranking out their
three-chord
banalities
on
creaky stages in cesspools of
excitement like Arkadelphia,
Arkansas, Foreigner will ride
the Country in luxury vans and
stretch limousines, confident in
the fact that they will be able to
retire independantly wealthy at
50, while
you and your
idealistic, pointy-headed ilk will
. wind up having to drive Coke
trucks and work in gas stations
for schmucks with names like
"Chet" and "Bubba."

com m ie-pi n ko-bedwstt
In gfaggot-socialist-radical
finks. I
think you stink. You should be
shot, slowly and painfully, about
the head and shoulders with lead
poisoning.
Of all the Insufferable fluffmongers ever to have supported
that godless, Marxist-Imdng geek
Ronald Reagan, you are perhaps
the most sexually uninhibited ..
May you all be forced to read your
own writing.
There Is no need for a student .
newspaper, and I am not voting
for you In the next election.

C. Todd Profitt
Finance major

Brigadier Gen. Ernst Lomax Dartwistleton (Mrs.)

Reader wnines

P.S. Sorry if this seems a bit
harsh; I was feeling vitriolic today;Still, though, Ithought it read
quite nicely;didn'! yoU?,

Editor, The Varsity Rag;
You guys are a bunch of rabbiteared, napiform, gerbil-faced

DOWN··&·QUT
Nude student
display
BSU student ErnestinaSnuf-'
flemeyer will be on display, nude,
in the StUdent Union Bolsean
Lounge as a protest against sexism Dec. 19-2, 1892.
Snufflemeyer said. she will not
enjoy any admiration
she
receives, as she is making no
concessions to what she called
"the sex-object-ism tendency on
this campus."

Broke My Kneecaps So ICouldn't
Run to You," "I Want a MapleSugar Barberon My Mantel" and
"Oh, Snerks."
Tickets for the performance
Will be available from scalpers
only and will cost $3 more than
next semester's fees, whenever it
is known' for sure what next
semester's fees will be.

M···
t.
USIC mees

The pieces will be perfo~med
simultaneously
in an effort,
Semiotiq said, to "make people
aware of the basic internal narmonio.usness of the metaphysical aspects of all melodiousefforts
in
the
space-time
continuum."
Communication students may'
attend the performance for one ..
credit. Those writing papers on
the psycho-musical paradigms
~~~~ilt~~d will

receive

three

metaphysics.

The Meat Puppets,
10,000
Maniacs, The Talking Heads and
Pink Floyd. It is anticipated that
Stephen King wi!1 be unhappy
about that.;
. .

.

"ham. me'r" for

sa'I·e
..·.som.e.
'other limE!,
BSU's literary news!ette~ hot
purchase sometime this spring, .
People who. purchase. the
newsletter are advised' to buy'
some good rubber cement at.the
same. ~im.e',B:snone Ofthe paQes .
~rt1 auacneatoeach
other •. ".
Faculty editor Brom Bromide.
said,"ln the past, we've had problems with people who buy the
newsletter, read part of a story,
lose the res.tof It and then ask us
to provide another copy free.
Reallyl'~. .
.' .
.. Hothammer
has won.natlonal
awards -Such as "MostCreatlve
Use of White Space" and "BestScented StUdent Newsletter to
Be Sold in a Box."
hammer, will be availab/efo;

Judy and Jack
Play BSU
Judy GMland will be in concert
with Jack Benny in the Morrison
Center's Recital Hall June 12,
1066 at 9:02 a.m.
Benny's
immortal
violinplf=lying,!"ill provide a sweet, yet
Wild backdrop for the husky
baritone for which Garland is so
justifiably famous. The duet will
perform ail the hits they have had
together, including such everpopular numbers as "Satan

BSU's music departm~nt will
present. its spring 19.88facu.lty
performance series' April 31 at
4:37 p.n. In room 319 of the
LibaialAris8ujlding.
Music professor
Reuben
Semiotic wilfperform Tchalkovsky's "1812Overture" on the Jew's
harp; music professor ..Arnold
Dubitable will The S'ex Pistols'
"Anarchy in the UK" on the
soprano harm~ica; and music
professor Win'!5'na'Veracity will
Lawrence Welk's arrangement of.
"Tiny Bubbles" on the' whisky
jug.

..·>··f

by Stevie Flyln'
The Varsity Rag

Readers
BarkBack-----

Editor, The. Varsity Rag;

.
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TheASPMSelectlons
and resulting legislatlvesesslonsare abunch.of cow manure. Thestudents Will, as
they alwaysdo elect the most physlcally.preposaess- .:
ing' candidates without .regard for. those' candidates'
tendency toward Ineptitude.
.'.
.
..
No .campaign posters or. factual information' or
editorialswillinfh,.lence
this farcical process. We feel,
.therefore, that these items are baslcallyas valuable-to
student elections as soap scum.
In fact, after being treated to.sickening, election-time
doses of other' people's'. ldeasand opinions, we have
decidedto do our part in alleviatihgthe levelot.bornbastic nonsense in circulation. Wehav8 decided that
there really is no use for an editorial page and, in the
future, we will be filling this space with. ads (or sexual
devices, even if the pruveyors thereof do not choose to
p~y for the ads.
In short, we apologize. for having wasted valuable
space in the paper and valuable time in our readers' busy
lives with the drivel people call thought. We shall do so.
no more in the future, and ask only that the students.
forgive us and bring us cash as a demonstration of their
mercy.
With these last words, we officially retire the "Opinion"
page. Next week, students will be able 'to choose from
a wide variety of objects which will make their sex lives
not only safer, but more exciting.

A nother jerk
complaiRS

.

OPINION

.Eliminating opinions,

'-

.

.lots of groovy'
bands not to'·
play 'Pavilion
U2 will not be In concert at the
Pavilion April 9 at 7 p.m. Tickets,
which are not available at Selecta-Seat outlets,will not cost $10.
A$1 discount for BSU stUdents
is not available.
Also not appearing at the
Pavilion this month will be Peter
Gabriel, Laurie Anderson, R.E.M.,

Wan exhibit
.In Library
In an exhibit which will occupy
. the"entlre third floor of the BSU
Library, .an· unabridged copy of
one of Wan Birt's record reviews
will b'e on display.
.
Opera glasses will be on sale
at the reference desk,as the print
size has been reduced to nearillegibility to keep the display on
one floor. .
'.
.
'Musio stUdents may attend for
one to tilree credits, depending
onhowm,uch of Blrt's vbcabulary
they actually understand.

Jacob
'Anderson
isfo.u·r·
'to·day.
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